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'It took a while for Leon to recover for that low blow. He clearly wasn't a sex
beast and until now managed to endure the hardships... but after confirming
that he had been plagued by a cosmic disease that couldn't be cured by magic

Leon couldn't help but feel depressed for a few days.'

'"Well

it isn't like Eromancy would have much use here..." Leon said while showing a
self-deprecating smile.'

'Leon had a lot of time to waste

but he was tired of staying depressed like that. Instead of just moping around
without doing anything

Leon decided to mop around while leveling up some skills.'

'Congratulations! The skill Underwater Resistance has leveled up.'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! The skill Pain Resistance has leveled up.'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! The skill Meditation has leveled up.'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! The skill Mana Zone has leveled up.'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! The skill Restoration has leveled up.'

'You obtained 01 status points.'
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'Congratulations! The skill Summon Water Golem has leveled up.'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'"One year passed since I came to this place

but it felt like a lot less... I guess what I heard before was right

the older you get

the faster time seems to pass."'

'Instead of marking trees

Leon was marking the days he was on the island behind the statues of mithril
he created. Although the statues of mithril weren't that big

it was enough for Leon to mark every single day the monsters appeared. Still

Leon was beginning to worry if that island was large enough for that task.
Sekundez said that Leon would have to endure that for thousands of years
until now

only small monsters appeared so far

but they were increasing in size as they were increasing in power. Although his
golems still were able to hold them back

eventually

Leon would have to fight for himself. Before that happens

he had to obtain as many spells as possible.'

'"I should start to think more seriously about new offensive spells and abilities

soon my coins will end

and I can't rely on Ilyana's vault forever

and I definitely can't let Lion's Pride decrease in level again."'

'Although it was hard



finding new

summon tomes and think of new offensive spells were the only difficult things
Leon had to do. Using magic was like breathing to him

so it wasn't tiring. Training his body wasn't that efficient

but it was easier than keep using his brain trying to be creative. Regardless

Leon continued to help his golems to level up until he had a new idea of a spell.
Although the scope and damage caused by his new spell were impressive

he soon learned thanks to the mana fruit and his high intelligence and control.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Infernal Tempest.'

'Cost: 300 mana per second'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'By making small darts of fire fall over a certain area

Leon received that notification. Even though the power behind it wasn't like
Fire Meteor

the spell had a lot of potentials to decimate several enemies at the same time.
It also didn't take long for Leon to learn the other versions of that kind of attack.
He just had to change the element used.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Freezing Tempest.'

'Cost: 400 mana per second'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Electric Tempest.'

'Cost: 400 mana per second'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Smashing Tempest.'

'Cost: 300 mana per second'



'You obtained 01 status points.'

'"Although it is cool and all to make rain fire and lightning

the cost of those skills is insane and keeps increasing... Fortunately

there are numerous ways to restore my mana. Otherwise

it would be a massive pain the ass to train such spells."'

'For the time being

everything was fine thanks to Leon's recovery

mana fruit

and his ring that granted him Zen at the max level

but eventually

not even all that would be enough. Although it wasn't his forte

Leon would have to train his physical skills even more frequently. However

since Ilyana was a wizard

she didn't put many tomes that taught that insider her vault

and Leon wasn't even less creative to think of new physical skills.'

'Around the time Leon's water golems reached the level max

the killer bees were level seven hundred. It would be tough

but he had no other choice but to make his new level one summons suffer a
little.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Mimic.'

'Cost: 6000 mana'

'Cooldown time: 05 seconds'

'You obtained 01 status points.'



'Mimic – Lv 01'

'Health: 300 +'

'Mana: 600 +'

'Stamina: 300 +'

'Strength: 30 +'

'Dexterity: 30+'

'Speed: 10 +'

'Intelligence: 100+'

'Endurance: 40 +'

'Control: 60 +'

'Mentality: 80 +'

'Luck: 20 +'

'Recovery: 60 +'

'Willpower: 50 +'

'Coins: 00'

'Status: 00'

'Skill List'

'Active Skills: Fire Arrow Lv 35

Earth Arrow Lv 35

Water Arrow Lv 35

Wind Arrow Lv 35

Devour Lv 50'



'Passive Skills: Earth Resistance Lv 50

Wind Resistance Lv 50

Thunder Resistance Lv 50

Ice Resistance Lv 50'

'"Yep

they aren't all that great... but they do have some magic potential

" Leon nodded to himself.'

'Although the cost to summon them was higher than the golems

Leon quickly increased the population of mimics while he absorbed the mana
of them golems. The killer bees had the power to kill Leon's monsters in a
single strike

but while they could kill ten mimics per minute

Leon could create the double of that. In the end

thanks to the killer bees

Leon had to stay focused on the task of creating mimics for a long period of
time

but that only helped him to level up the skill even faster.'

4 Chapter 532

'While Leon was creating the mimics

he thought of new spells. Unfortunately

Leon was the type of guy who could only assume that making more powerful
attacks was the best solution. That worked pretty well to create Area of Effect
spells

but it was bad because he couldn't learn as fast as he wanted some more
delicate spells.'



'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Blast.'

'Cost: 600 mana'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ice Blast.'

'Cost: 800 mana'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Wind Blast.'

'Cost: 600 mana'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Earth Blast.'

'Cost: 600 mana'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Using those skills with a single thought

Leon could envelop the area around him with the elements he wanted to use.
Those skills could even amplify and decrease the power of certain spells within
its radius

and that was quite surprising since Leon just thought and practiced a spell that
could decimate all enemies that may approach him. Regardless

Leon spent a few weeks training those spells

but he was out of ideas again.'

'"I have two options... buy other tomes or level up the skills I already have."'

'It was pretty early to run out of ideas for offensive spells. Just one year had
passed inside that dimension

after all. Leon recalled the months he spent inside the galactic snake. When he
was there



he had the idea to copy some moves and skills he saw in games. Although it
was pretty crazy

he learned a few skills. So

Leon decided to try to replicate some of those.'

'"Let's see... if I combine Fire Armor

a jump

and an uppercut..."'

'Leon used his skill and jumped while trying to perform an uppercut

but as expected

he didn't receive any notification. Maybe it was because he used the spell
instead of trying to cover only his arm on fire

or perhaps it was because his posture sucked... Either way

Leon tried it for several hours until he finally obtained the notification he
wanted.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Rising Fire Dragon Uppercut.'

'Cost: 100 mana and stamina'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'"What a long name for an offensive skill... Well

it is cool

and it is pretty useful as well." Leon smirked while he tried the skill several
times.'

'Putting the name aside and the fact Leon couldn't use Multi-Conjuration using
physical skills

Leon had a lot of fun practicing that skill. It worked even in mid-air



so Leon could rise toward the sky until he runs out of mana and stamina. It
could be used to fool an enemy and make them think he can't fly

but it sounded a bit inefficient since a lot of mana and stamina would be used.
Regardless

while Leon practiced Rising Fire Dragon Uppercut

he also thought about the next skill he should learn. There was another
video-game move he wanted to try but that one would be more difficult.'

'"This one defies gravity to some extent. So

the best way to replicate would be using Telekinesis or Gravity... but I can't use
those directly

" Leon said.'

'Instead of using magic

Leon just used his physical skill

and on the first try

he actually succeeded. By running as fast as possible and then leaping while
aiming to hit the head of an imaginary opponent with a single kick

Leon learned one famous skill.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Flying Dragon Kick.'

'Cost: 50 stamina'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'"Not bad... the cost isn't that high

too

" Leon nodded to himself.'

'Although some momentum was necessary to activate the skill

as usual



it was pretty fun to use physical skills like that. Still

Leon had to stop his practice after a few days because a new enemy appeared

and Leon didn't have finished the mithril statue that had the shape of a killer
bee.'

'Bloody Bat - Lv 01'

'Health: 200/200'

'Mana: 250/250'

'Stamina: 250/250'

'Strength: 40'

'Dexterity: 50'

'Speed: 60'

'Intelligence: 40'

'Endurance: 40'

'Control: 50'

'Active Skills: Bite Lv 35

Vampirism Lv 30

Sonic Scream Lv 30'

'Passive Skills: Night Vision Lv 35

Wind Resistance Lv 40

Earth Resistance Lv 30

Fire Resistance Lv 20

Ice Resistance Lv 20'

'"Woah... they can suck blood. What a cliched monster." Leon frowned.'



'Bloody Bats were essentially like the average bat

but they were red and also five times bigger. He didn't recall seeing that kind of
monster on Earth

but then again

he didn't goblins and killer bees either. Regardless

Those creatures didn't pose a threat against the level three hundred mimics.'

'"Mmm... there is no Night Vision in the tomes of Ilyana's vault

" Leon rubbed his chin. "Did she forget or passive skills can't be learned by
using tomes?"'

'Leon fought for countless times at night

and he didn't learn that skill

so it was evident that there was a trigger somewhere to learn it. Although
Mana Dominion was all-purpose

every single skill that could help Leon to become stronger was more than
welcome. Well

almost.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Night Vision.'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'It took a few days

but since Leon wasn't in a hurry

everything went smoothly

and he learned that passive skill. Although there was no cost

the effects of the skill were quite meager. Leon would have to use it for quite a
while before it becomes really useful at night.'



'"The fact that I only can train at night is also a problem..." Leon analyzed the
changes after the skill leveled up ten times. "Oh

well... I can't always have everything I want."'

'Although that was a problem

Leon didn't sleep every single night. So

that was just a minor nuisance.'

Chapter 533

'After finishing the mithril status of a killer bee

Leon resumed his physical training. Although he called it like that

Leon was only trying to obtain some skills by replicating moves of fighting
games. Regardless

that was less boring for him

so it worked well in the end.'

'"There are many skills in fighting games that I can't reproduce using Gravity
and Telekinesis no matter what

" Leon nodded to himself. "So

I shouldn't try crazy things."'

'Leon wanted to try many things

but he was fully aware that he wasn't skilled enough to replicate certain things.
Besides

even though he would have a lot of time in that dimension

he could waste months to learn a single physical skill. In order to keep things
advancing

Leon decided to learn only the simplest ones.'



'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Freezing Summersault.'

'Cost: 100 mana and 100 stamina'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Burning Summersault.'

'Cost: 100 mana and 100 stamina'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Electric Summersault.'

'Cost: 100 mana and 100 stamina'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'"Not bad considering that I copied just a regular martial move and added some
magic effects

" Leon rubbed his chin. "Still

thank goodness my resistances are at a high level. Without them

I would probably just wound myself."'

'Things were starting to get repetitive again

but Leon felt like it was time for another of one of his silly challenges. Lion's
Pride had leveled up twenty times since the last time

so it was a good moment. Still

Leon didn't know what would be a good challenge at that moment.'

'"Maybe train all my skills up to level two hundred before the next monster
appears?" Leon asked himself. "No

it is impossible. Even if I try hard

I won't be able to level even half of my skills up to that point. That would be just
realistic. Besides



I'm pretty sure the mimics will reach level max before that

and it would be a pain to let them fight at the max level."'

'Leon could slow down things a little if he decides not to use Mana Zone and
Restoration Zone. However

even though Leon didn't mind about taking things slowly

he had to use those skills now and then to make full use of the mana he
received by eating the mana fruit. Not doing that wouldn't be like taking things
slowly. It would just be foolish.'

'"I can't learn to summon skills on my own

" Leon said. "Well

I can

but it would take too long to understand and replicate even inorganic creatures
out of nothing. The only option is to use Ilyana's vault. No... wait a minute.
There are still certain types of golems that I can replicate."'

'Leon recalled that he could create magma golems

ice golems

metal golems

and even thunder golems. Considering what he knew

they were monsters that only appeared in worlds that were on the second
stage of assimilation. It would be hard to create them

but Leon would save some coins

and then again

he wasn't in a hurry.'

'"Well

I should at least see the requirements in Ilyana's vault



" Leon said.'

'Summon Magma Golem tome'

'Cost: 25000 mana'

'Cooldown time: 10 seconds'

'Requirements: 20000 Intelligence

10000 Control

Lv 400 Earth Creation

Lv 400 Fire Creation.'

'Cost: 0 and 40000000 coins. (Since you are stupid

I know you will spend your coins.)'

'"I need to increase my control a little more

as

for the skills

Earth Creation is almost there

" Leon said. "I just need to practice Fire Creation for a few weeks

and it should be enough."'

'Fortunately

imagining that that kind of thing might happen

Leon didn't allocate the status points he obtained recently. So

he actually just needed to level up Fire Creation to meet the requirements of
that skill. The requirements to learn how to summon ice golems

thunder golems

and metallic golems were basically the same with a few exceptions. So



once Leon learns those skills

he would be free of that worries for another year or maybe two.'

'Unfortunately

Leon's calculations were based on when he uses his skills against himself

but he forgot to do that... In the end

Leon only met all requirements when his mimics were about to reach the max
level

and that made Leon feel as if he had wasted a lot of time.'

'"I can't wait for the time when the strong monsters will spawn

" Leon said. "That will multiplicate the speed of my training

and I won't have to feel like crap every single wake minute."'

'In the end

Leon's growth was also making his monster grew stronger faster. That would
change when he learns how to summon stronger monsters

but maybe he will become strong enough even to counter such unavoidable
effects. His mimics reached the level max when the Bloody Bats also reached
the level max

and also

at the same time

he discovered how to summon a magma golem.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Magma Golem.'

'Cost: 25000 mana'

'Cooldown time: 10 seconds'

'You obtained 01 status points.'



'Magma Golem – Lv 01'

'Health: 1000 +'

'Mana: 800 +'

'Stamina: 700 +'

'Strength: 100 +'

'Dexterity: 40+'

'Speed: 40 +'

'Intelligence: 50+'

'Endurance: 80 +'

'Control: 40 +'

'Mentality: 100 +'

'Luck: 30 +'

'Recovery: 90 +'

'Willpower: 80 +'

'Coins: 00'

'Status: 00'

'Skill List'

'Active Skills: Magma Arrow Lv 80

Eruption Lv 50

Magma Lance Lv 70

Magma Wall Lv 60.'

'Passive Skills: Earth Resistance Lv 150



Wind Resistance Lv 50

Thunder Resistance Lv 50

Fire Resistance Lv 150'

'"Ah... I forgot to create the mithril statue again

" Leon massaged his eyebrows. "Anyway... the magma golem is weaker than I
imagined. Health

mana

and stamina aren't everything

but I expected they would have a lot more."'

Chapter 534

'In the end

the difference between monsters wasn't just on the level and status. Leon
couldn't see the monster's levels using Appraisal

but if he could

it would only show strong they were in comparison to how strong they could be.
A level one hundred smiles were much weaker than a level one hundred
magma golem

after all.'

'"I guess it can't be helped

" Leon analyzed the status of the magma golem. "Although the level max
slimes overall status is higher

magma golems at level one has more health

mana

and stamina."'



'Dire Wolf - Lv 01'

'Health: 300/300'

'Mana: 200/200'

'Stamina: 300/300'

'Strength: 60'

'Dexterity: 40'

'Speed: 70'

'Intelligence: 40'

'Endurance: 40'

'Control: 40'

'Active Skills: Bite Lv 50

Steel Claws Lv 50

Bloody Fury Lv 60

Enhanced Smell Lv 40'

'Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 50

Earth Resistance Lv 30

Fire Resistance Lv 40

Ice Resistance Lv 40'

'As if watching bees

bats

and goblins coming out of the sea wasn't weird enough. Some big ass wolves
started to appear in order to say hi. Regardless



Leon discovered a few new skills thanks to those big and gray wolves. Despite
looking vicious

they didn't last long against the few magma golems Leon had time to create.'

'"Learning Bite and Steel Claws are out of the question... I don't want to attack
using my teeth and nails. That would be insane

" Leon said while he analyzed the wolf status. "Bloody Fury... It probably isn't
an interesting or useful skill since I didn't see in any dungeon shop or Ilyana's
vault."'

'After Leon created the hundredth magma golem

Leon decided to create the mithril statue of the bloody bat before he forgets it.
Meanwhile

he studied the wolves and finally understood how Bloody Fury worked.
Basically

the more wounded one is

the stronger one can get by activating that skill. Unfortunately

it only increased strength by a percentage

so it wouldn't be that useful for Leon. Still

he decided to try and learn it. It was pretty simple. Actually

he just didn't have to control his anger when he gets wounded.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Bloody Fury.'

'Cost: 50 mana'

'Duration: 30 seconds'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'It took Leon a few weeks before he could fill the entire island with magma
golems

but considering how much mana was needed to summon one



it couldn't be helped. Besides

considering that it was a monster that only appeared in worlds that were on the
second stage of assimilation

it was only obvious that a lot of mana had to be used to create them.'

'Congratulations! The skill Summon Magma Golem has leveled up.'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! The skill Summon Fire Resistance has leveled up.'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! The skill Summon Earth Resistance has leveled up.'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! The skill Summon Pain Resistance has leveled up.'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'"Ouch... even though they aren't that strong yet

their attacks can be quite painful

" Leon said to himself after testing their power and being attacked by
thousands of magma golems at the same time. " I guess I will use them for
training my resistances

but I won't give them my mana all that frequently. While summoning monsters
are useful

the cost to summon them is too high

and there is a limit of how many inorganic monsters I can summon... It will be a
pain if level them up too fast and doesn't have enough coins to buy the tomes
necessary."'

'It didn't take long for some magma golems started to die from the hands of the
wolves. They were leveling up faster than the magma golems

after all. Regardless



Leon resumed his physical training. Although it was a bit reckless

he decided to continue combining physical attacks and magical attacks with
something he always wanted to try at least once

but he never had the chance to do it in real life... drop-kicks.'

'As expected

Leon had a hard time replicating that kind of attack because his body would
become entirely vulnerable to counter attacks. Still

even though he didn't receive any notifications when he used that kind of move
alone

he did it when he used magic.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Freezing Dropkick.'

'Cost: 150 mana and 150 stamina'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Burning Dropkick.'

'Cost: 150 mana and 150 stamina'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Electric Dropkick.'

'Cost: 150 mana and 150 stamina'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'"Yep

I will never use this kind of attack in a real battle

" Leon said while he got and cleaned his body from the sand beach. "Even
though I can protect myself using Mana Armor

I would be wide open to receive the most powerful counter-attacks. Besides



I'm a mage... I have the advantage while I stay away from my enemies."'

'Although Leon said that

he practiced the skill over and over again. He wanted the status points

but even though it would be dangerous to use in a real battle

it was fun to use outside of it. It became clear only recently for Leon

but time passed much faster while he was moving his body being running or
just practicing his physical skills.'

'"Well

I guess it is time to learn new spells

" Leon said after leveling up his physical skills for several weeks straight. "... I
forgot to think of new spells

so I will have to buy the tomes from Ilyana's vault... I should also start to create
the wolf's mithril statue before I forget this too."'

Chapter 535

'After creating the mithril statue of a wolf

Leon checked Ilyana's vault. In the blink of an eye

his coins decreased

and now he just had fifty million. Although it was a lot

Leon couldn't buy even ten tomes with them. So

he couldn't help but sigh.'

'"I wonder if by buying those

I'm not digging my own grave..." Leon rubbed his chin. "I'm pretty sure I will
empty her vault before I leave this place."'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Acid Splash.'



'Cost: 100 mana'

'Cooldown time: 05 seconds'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Acid Stream.'

'Cost: 200 mana per second'

'Duration: 20 seconds'

'Cooldown time: 05 seconds'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Astral Projection.'

'Cost: 300 mana per second'

'Cooldown time: 05 seconds'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Deafening Shout.'

'Cost: 200 mana'

'Cooldown time: 05 seconds'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Confusion Ray.'

'Cost: 100 mana per second'

'Cooldown time: 05 seconds'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'As expected

Leon had a hard time leveling up Astral Projection



Deafening Shout. Using the other skills

he could cheat and make them level up faster using Multi Conjuration

but it was a bit too much too for the same thing using the other skills.'

'"Well... they should be useful at some point in time. So

I don't have any other option but level them up

" Leon said after a long sigh.'

'Although Leon was worried about the fact that eventually

he would run out of tomes to buy

it was a bit too much imagine that he would be able to learn alone spells like
Astral Projection and Confusion Ray. They weren't elemental attacks and
didn't even cause damage

so Leon couldn't even imagine how to make his mana hit a target and cause
such effects.'

'After leveling up those skills

Leon analyzed his status

as expected

he reached a pretty scary level of power. Still

Leon couldn't imagine himself being close to Ilyana's level. She could read
minds

teleporting other people to other worlds

and she also could monitor several places at the same time without being
there

after all. There were a lot of things she could do

and Leon had no idea how to replicate

so it wasn't time to feel satisfied with his growth.'



'"My statuses aren't lacking

and I'm sure that I will grow even stronger here

" Leon nodded to himself. "The problem is my battle experience. Although I
fought against many powerful foes

I don't have nowhere near battle experience like Ilyana. I suppose I will obtain
tons of experience here

but probably only against monsters. Monsters aren't my real enemies

the harvesters are."'

'Maybe some battles

even against monsters

would give Leon the combat experience he wanted

but it would be hard to obtain it if he only uses his inorganic monsters to train
himself. Considering that the monsters coming from the sea were getting
stronger by the day

eventually

Leon would face some formidable foes

but even so...'

'There was a way for Leon don't need battle experience. He just had to
overpower his opponents and defeat them before they could even try. If Leon
obtains Sekundez's fragment's cooperation

that was something achievable

since only the original spirit of the time

Ilyana

and another person could control time.'

'"Still



Ilyana obtained the cooperation of a fragment

but I didn't notice her using that power

" Leon rubbed his chin. "Considering the first time I saw her

she looked like she had been training for decades

but would she get that messy training in a dimension like this?"'

'The more Leon thought about it

the more confused he got. Although he decided not to overthink things

it was difficult not to use his head while he was in that place. Regardless

Leon studied his status and nodded to himself. According to what Ilyana told
him

status wise

he already could learn how to absorb mana from the environment. However

it looked like he would have to obtain some coins for quite a while in order to
buy it.'

'Mana Magnetism tome'

'Cost: 100 mana per second'

'Range: 05 meters'

'Cooldown time: 60 seconds'

'Requirements: 15000 Intelligence

5000 Control

Lv 400 Mana Dominion

Lv 400 Mana Absorption.'

'Cost: 0 and 100.000.000 coins. (Since you are stupid



I know you will spend your coins.)'

'"I will have to level up some skills too..." Leon rubbed his chin. "I guess it
doesn't matter. It will take a while to obtain the coins

after all."'

'Health: 6500 +'

'Mana: 27900 +'

'Stamina: 6500 +'

'Strength: 127 +'

'Dexterity: 88 +'

'Speed: 290 +'

'Intelligence: 20000+'

'Endurance: 603 +'

'Control: 10000+'

'Mentality: 295 +'

'Luck: 42 +'

'Recovery: 6500 +'

'Willpower: 315 +'

'Coins: 50

756

325'

'Status: 00'

'Skill List'

'Active Skills: Summon Slime Lv Max



Summon Earth Golem Lv Max

Summon Fire Golem Lv Max

Summon Water Golem Lv Max

Summon Corrupt Tree of Mana Lv 150

Silk Creation Lv 150

Sonar Lv 150

Aquatic Breathing Lv 150

Enhanced Smell Lv 150

Poison Generation Lv 150

Clairvoyance Lv 150

Mind Control Lv 150

Body Control Lv 150

Corruption Lv 150

Earth Spikes Lv 150

Magma Nova Lv 150

Purification 150

Eromancy Lv 200

Infernal Tempest Lv 150

Freezing Tempest Lv 150

Electric Tempest Lv 150

Smashing Tempest Lv 150

Summon Mimic Lv 100



Fire Blast Lv 150

Ice Blast Lv 150

Wind Blast Lv 150

Earth Blast Lv 150

Rising Fire Dragon Uppercut Lv 150

Flying Dragon Kick Lv 150

Freezing Summersault Lv 150

Burning Summersault Lv 150

Electric Summersault Lv 150

Summon Magma Golem Lv 200

Bloody Fury Lv 150

Freezing Dropkick Lv 150

Burning Dropkick Lv 150

Electric Dropkick Lv 150

Acid Splash Lv 150

Acid Stream Lv 150

Astral Projection Lv 150

Deafening Shout Lv 150

Confusion Ray Lv 150'

'Passive Skills: Pain Resistance Lv 370

Fire Resistance Lv 690

Underwater Resistance Lv 340



Wind Resistance Lv 450

Ice Resistance Lv 410

Sleep Resistance Lv 375

Thunder Resistance Lv 500

Earth Resistance Lv 490

Gravity Resistance Lv 300

Curse Resistance Lv 305

Lion's Pride Lv 490

Night Vision Lv 150

'

Chapter 536

'Leon didn't know if he would be able to collect mana from the environment in
that dimension

but considering that he could absorb mana from the monsters

such a possibility does exist. Still

he had to collect coins for weeks in order to have enough coins to buy the
tome.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Mana Magnetism.'

'Cost: 100 mana per second'

'Range: 05 meters'

'Cooldown time: 60 seconds'

'You obtained 01 status points.'



'"Although I will eventually learn how to use this skill and get rid of the
cooldown time

it is still a bit troublesome..." Leon said.'

'Soon

Leon used the skill

and It didn't take long for him to nice that it was very strange. While active

the skill increased Leon's mana regeneration by five points. The skill was like
Mana-Eater. It wasn't that efficient initially

but that one would take quite a while to become a trump card. That was what
Leon thought at first

but when the skill reached level twenty

and its range reached one hundred meters

the skill already could keep itself active. However

there was a downside

everything nearby Leon would lose mana

even his monsters.'

'"Now that I think about it... won't this place lose all its mana if I keep this skill
active?" Leon looked around

observing his fallen monsters. "It is also bizarre that I can keep sucking mana
from the environment non-stop. Although planets are big

following the logic of everything I learned so far

even planets were supposed to run out of mana."'

'Leon noticed if that was possible

perhaps that would be a great way to slow down the assimilation process. Still

since Ilyana never mentioned such a possibility



she probably knew that it was impossible.'

'"Unless worlds have statuses like monsters and intelligent species

it doesn't make sense that I can drain mana from the environment like that
non-stop

" Leon walked around while thinking of several possibilities. "But if the world
has a recovery status and can grow stronger when more mana is used
nearby... then

that does explain why Mana Magnetism can stay active and still be stupidly
efficient."'

'Leon recalled Ilyana's words. She mentioned that Earth would be able to heal
itself from the damage caused by the harvesters. If that kind of process
happens again and again

the planet will become inhospitable

but the planet itself would survive. Little by little

it was becoming more evident that even though worlds didn't fight

they were part of the system like humans and monsters were... in fact

they were in the middle of the balance because they didn't have to kill anything
and could grow stronger and obtain energy to last possibly forever. They
weren't in a bad position.'

'Congratulations! The skill Summon Mana Magnetism has leveled up.'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! The skill Summon Mana Magnetism has leveled up.'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! The skill Summon Mana Magnetism has leveled up.'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'...'

'"Still



this doesn't explain how I can obtain so much mana from this dimension..."
Leon said. "Unless this is really another world and the appearance of this world
is just an illusion created by Sekundez's to make me feel more comfortable
with it... Ah

this is a pain. I have so much free time that I can't help but question trying to
understand every single thing."'

'Anaconda - Lv 01'

'Health: 300/300'

'Mana: 400/400'

'Stamina: 200/200'

'Strength: 60'

'Dexterity: 40'

'Speed: 70'

'Intelligence: 50'

'Endurance: 40'

'Control: 50'

'Active Skills: Bite Lv 50

Strangle Lv 40

Poison Bullet Lv 60

Infrared Perception Lv 40'

'Passive Skills: Poison Resistance Lv 150

Earth Resistance Lv 40

Fire Resistance Lv 40

Ice Resistance Lv 50



Wind Resistance Lv 30'

'While Leon was training his new skill

a new monster appeared. Much for Leon's surprise

he felt shivers when he saw those twenty-meters long snakes leaving the
ocean and moving toward him. He didn't notice that before

but he barely had the chance to fight against that kind of monster from so close.
Leon saw some when he fought to help the Brazilian survivors

but he never got that close. Still

soon he forgot about that.'

'"Infrared Perception... here it is

" Leon checked Ilyana's vault. "Ten thousand coins... this type of utility spell
always surprises me with their prices."'

'Again

Leon didn't need any other tracking skill since he had Mana Dominion

but he would buy the skill nonetheless for the status points.'

'Although Leon wanted to stop thinking about Mana Magnetism and about that
dimension

he failed in doing so. It was a bit hard to imagine that just understanding would
grant Leon the power to replicate it

but maybe that kind of knowledge would help him in the future. Most likely

the dimension Sekundez created was like an virtual reality. Everything that
happens there only influences the people inside of it. It wasn't weird to think
that someone could learn how to wield a sword in such space

so it makes sense that Leon could train his skills and learn new ones there. In
the end

the levels of his skills were just the mastery he had over those skills. Besides



considering that he could increase the power and effectiveness of his spells as
long as he has mana

it was only obvious that he could benefit from that kind of experience outside
that dimension.'

'"I guess I can consider this to be only an imaginary world created by
Sekundez were almost everything that happens is just a reaction of my actions

" Leon nodded to himself. "The circle of days and nights and the monsters
coming out of the sea are the 'rules' she established for this place in order to
make me experience the same things she did. But I guess it would be weird if
those were the only things that could influence this world."'

Chapter 537

'Leon tried to increase his control over Mana Magnetism in order not to drain
the mana of his golems

but just as he had expected because he learned the skill using a tome

he couldn't target only his enemies and the ambient. To do so

he would have to learn the skill the hard way. Still

that was a plan for the future.'

'"Now that I used all the coins I saved up until now

things will slow down a little bit

" Leon said. "But I guess that is for the best

and even though it is a pain

I need to train my creativity."'

'Putting such thoughts aside

Leon decided to study his skill list. Although it wouldn't be easy

the best way to create new spells was to make some variations in the current
spells Leon had



and now that he thought about it

Leon didn't find any of those variations in Ilyana's vault.'

'"... She probably only stored 'basic' tomes there

" Leon rubbed his chin. "For a magician

creativity is important. Otherwise

it would be difficult to prepare accordingly to some battles."'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Poison Mist.'

'Cost: 50 mana per second'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Earth Pressure.'

'Cost: 50 mana per second'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Infrared Perception.'

'Cost: 30 mana per second'

'Cooldown time: 10 seconds'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'In the end

Leon learned two spells before he had enough coins to buy the Infrared
Perception. By heating and cooling down the poison Leon created using
Poison Generation

Leon learned Poison Mist. Although such skill caused him some headache

the fact that he could control the mist at will made everything worth the hassle.
On the other hand



Earth Pressure had been really easy to learn. That skill was just a variation of
Flamethrower

after all.'

'"Mmm... it is kind of weird keep Infrared Perception active

" Leon said. "While it is useful at night to give me a clear view of everything
alive around me

it wouldn't be useful if the enemies are like my magma golems."'

'Using Infrared Perception in a fire monster was like trying to look at the sun...
Fortunately

it only made Leon feel some headaches and didn't cause any damage to his
eyes and mind.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Spinning Mana Arrow.'

'Cost: 40 mana'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Mana Lance.'

'Cost: 60 mana per second'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Spinning Mana Lance.'

'Cost: 80 mana per second'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'"This isn't as hard as I thought it would be..." Leon rubbed his chin.'

'Although adding rotation to his spells was a pretty basic thing

Leon forgot to do that until now. Probably because he never had much time to
think about things

but mostly because he was an idiot. Regardless



even though that kind of action was good to learn new spells

it was impossible to keep the surprise factor in using that kind of attack. The
mana in non-elemental attacks was hard to be seen

but the more powerful the attack was

the more noticeable it would become.'

'"... It looks like Ilyana prepared her vault knowing exactly the skills I had

" Leon said after checking the shop Ilyana created. "Although there are some
simple spells

the vast majority are complicated ones. That will help me to save time..."'

'Leon couldn't help but wonder if he didn't have been a bit unfair to Ilyana.
Although she was difficult to deal with

she helped Leon in many ways

and the vault she connected to that run on his arm also saved Leon from many
problems. Still

Leon couldn't help but feel conflicted about her.'

'"The fact that she hides too many things prevents me from trusting her too
much. In the end

that is for the best

I guess."'

'Regardless

putting aside a few exceptions

Mana Magnetism help Leon level up his new spells much faster than before

and since he didn't have to concentrate in order to keep such spell active

he found a loophole in the system. By combining Mana Magnetism and Mana
Zone at the same time



he could drain and restore the mana from his golems. That way

he could train both skills at an astonishing speed without sacrificing anything

and that was very suspicious.'

'"I knew that something like this was bound to appear considering that
everyone pretty much can learn everything

but this is far crazier than I imagined..." Leon frowned. "This is the environment

Ilyana's vault

Sekundez's power... and now this skill. I know that Ilyana knew about this
beforehand and prepare everything to help me reach this situation

but something still feels out of place."'

'Although there were some risks involved and the price to obtain power in that
place was high

everything looked a bit too convenient... at least for Leon's standards. Leon
knew that he wouldn't relax until he gets rid of that annoying feeling

but for the time being

he decided to avoid thinking about that as much as possible. He had a long
way ahead of him in that dimension

and he wouldn't confirm anything until he succeeds in Sekundez's trial... it was
better to keep his doubts to himself

for the time being.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Storm.'

'Cost: 300 mana per second'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Snow Storm.'

'Cost: 300 mana per second'



'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Thunder Storm.'

'Cost: 300 mana per second'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'The best way for Leon to forget his doubts was to use massive area of effect
spells

and so he did it.'

Chapter 538

'"It looks like I increased my mana regeneration too fast..." Leon said.'

'While Leon was sure that he could create or combine several spells

his brain wasn't working the way he wanted. He already knew that he wasn't a
creative person

but after a few days without a single idea of new spells

Leon felt like an idiot. Regardless

Leon couldn't stay like that forever.'

'"I guess I will level up my skills up to level two hundred

" Leon rubbed his chin. "By doing so

I will keep my mind busy

and perhaps I will obtain insight into new spells."'

'Two years have already passed since Sekundez's trial had started

and even though it was convenient to be in such a place

Leon once again was feeling restless since solving problems became a habit.
Leon was almost forty years old



and even though most of the time

he felt strong and young like usual

he was also feeling the weight of his age

at least mentally.'

'"I never planned my life with detail... but I never imagined that I would be in a
situation like this

" Leon looked at the starry sky of the night while he imagined several things. "It
is quite insane that someone like me had been forced to stay single and
without having the chance to use the holy sword for so long. The fact that
surprised me most is the fact that I didn't have gone mad... yet."'

'Leon recalled his high school and college years. Even though he wasn't a sex
beast

he was quite carnivorous. Still

maybe it was because he wanted to avoid such depressing thoughts

but he was pretty sure that he wasn't mentally strong enough to endure such a
situation for almost two decades. Most likely

the fall of the plane caused some irreparable damage to Leon's psyche and
body. Damage that not even the all-purpose mana could help him to solve.
Although that kind of problem saved Leon of a lot of trouble since he would
have to stay in that dimension for a lot of time

it was still disheartening.'

'"Now that I think about it... Ilyana watched all my movements and is probably
aware of the seal that had been put on the holy sword. Usually

despite everything

she tries to be quite cooperative in order to stay on my good side... but I guess
even she wouldn't be shameless enough to offer an alternative to my problem
directly. Perhaps she lived for so long that such a problem isn't even worth the
hassle for her."'

'Although that was a very important subject for Leon



he still felt like he was wasting time and even digging his grave while thinking
about such a thing in that dimension. Leon shook those thoughts of his head
and focused on pursuing his new goal. In the end

Leon achieved his goal... but it took him two years.'

'"Oh

boy... that kept me occupied

but I didn't expect it would take so long

" Leon said. "As expected

training skills will become even more difficult from now on. So

learning new ones will be vital."'

'In those two years

Leon managed not to spend his coins

and his sum reached a new record... now Leon had eight hundred million coins.
He also some ideas for new spells

but those would have to be put to practice later.'

'Congratulations! The skill Summon Magma Golem has reached the max
level.'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Ice Golem.'

'Cost: 25000 mana'

'Cooldown time: 10 seconds'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Ice Golem – Lv 01'

'Health: 1000 +'



'Mana: 800 +'

'Stamina: 700 +'

'Strength: 100 +'

'Dexterity: 40+'

'Speed: 40 +'

'Intelligence: 50+'

'Endurance: 80 +'

'Control: 40 +'

'Mentality: 100 +'

'Luck: 30 +'

'Recovery: 90 +'

'Willpower: 80 +'

'Coins: 00'

'Status: 00'

'Skill List'

'Active Skills: Ice Arrow Lv 80

Ice Wall Lv 50

Ice Lance Lv 70

Ice Bullet Lv 60.'

'Passive Skills: Earth Resistance Lv 50

Wind Resistance Lv 100

Thunder Resistance Lv 30



Fire Resistance Lv 50

Ice Resistance Lv 150'

'"As expected

there isn't much difference between the golems of the second stage

" Leon said. "Still... it took more time than I expected for Summon Magma
Golem to reach the max level... probably because I focused too much on
reaching the level two hundred in the other skills."'

'Although that been somewhat troublesome and a very slow process

Leon learned that he works best with short-term goals like that one. Most likely

Leon would have to spend four to five years to make his skills reach level two
hundred and fifty

but as long as that keeps him busy

it was fine.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Maelstrom.'

'Cost: 100 mana per second'

'Cooldown time: 10 seconds'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Beam.'

'Cost: 200 mana per second'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ring of Magma.'

'Cost: 100 mana'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'"I can combine several spells



but I forgot that I also could upgrade a few of them

" Leon said.'

'Even though that was true

Leon only noticed that some spells could only be upgraded after he had
enough intelligence. Although he didn't know the requirements for
Flamethrower

he found a Fire Beam tome in Ilyana's vault

and that required ten thousand points in intelligence

and that was something Leon didn't have before meeting Ilyana. Also

much to his surprise

the tome disappeared from the vault after Leon learned Fire Beam alone.'

'"I didn't buy the tome

but I guess Ilyana did something to make me see only the tomes of spells that
don't have

" Leon rubbed his chin. "Clearly

mana can do a lot more than cause destruction

but I guess I'm only good for that."'

Chapter 539

'Since Leon wanted to have all his skills to be higher than the level twenty

it took some time for him to level up his new ones. Still

instead of learning of the ones he had in mind

Leon decided to buy some tomes from Ilyana's storage. It was time to make
good use of the coins he obtained.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Carnivorous Spores.'



'Cost: 200 mana per second'

'Duration: 30 seconds'

'Cooldown time: 10 seconds'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Hypnosis.'

'Cost: 100 mana per second'

'Cooldown time: 10 seconds'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Poison Ray.'

'Cost: 100 mana per second'

'Cooldown time: 10 seconds'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'"Easy come and easy go..." Leon sighed. "Sixty million coins in just three
spells. Although they will be useful

I can't help but wonder if Ilyana just didn't put some random prices. Although
she did many things to help me

she doesn't look to be the type of woman who would go to such lengths in
order to do everything perfectly."'

'Velociraptor - Lv 01'

'Health: 450/450'

'Mana: 350/350'

'Stamina: 300/300'

'Strength: 80'

'Dexterity: 40'



'Speed: 80'

'Intelligence: 50'

'Endurance: 60'

'Control: 50'

'Active Skills: Bite Lv 60

Dash Lv 50

Steel Claws Lv 60

Enhanced Smell Lv 40'

'Passive Skills: Earth Resistance Lv 50

Fire Resistance Lv 60

Ice Resistance Lv 50

Wind Resistance Lv 50'

'Regardless

Leon put too good use of his new skills and tried them on the current monsters
that were leaving the ocean... the velociraptors. Leon only wanted to test the
skill but soon regret it a little when he made the small yellow could fly toward a
monster's head. Ten seconds later

the creature fell on the floor dead

and its head lost all the flesh. Leon felt shivers while looking at it.'

'"Oh boy... what a scary spell

" Leon said it is only at level one and already can kill a velociraptor easily. Well

the velociraptors aren't that strong yet

but even so..."'

'The number of mithril statues was increasing



but it looked like it would take a while before Leon sees the ocean spawning
the monsters that can only be found in worlds that are on the second stage of
assimilation. Although it wasn't wrong to keep that pace

because Leon liked to be surprised in that dimension

the fact that Leon didn't have to lift a finger to defeat them was a terrible
drawback.'

'"Mmm... I wonder why I didn't see any boss until now

" Leon frowned. "Usually

bosses are pretty big

and even though the monsters at level max are strong

I can't imagine they being the bosses of their species."'

'At first

Leon thought that bosses were just evolved forms of the monsters of a
dungeon

but since he found several dungeons with different types of monsters

he confirmed that that wasn't the case even though that same theory could
apply to some monsters.'

'Regardless

after leveling up the skills he learned by using tomes

Leon practiced a few more ones that he had in mind. He couldn't help but
wonder why he didn't think of those before... it was probably due to his worries.
Fortunately

he decided to write on a rock the spells he thought about it during those two
years

and Leon would do the same if he has a few more.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Earth Punch Rocket.'

'Cost: 100 mana'



'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Punch Rocket.'

'Cost: 100 mana'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ice Punch Rocket.'

'Cost: 120 mana'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Wind Punch Rocket.'

'Cost: 100 mana'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Thunder Punch Rocket.'

'Cost: 120 mana'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'"Learning new spells would be much easier if everyone were with me... even
the noisy ones like Efreet and Gnome would be a good company now

" Leon forced a smile after a long sigh.'

'That was the fourth time

the fourth time that Leon was forced by an external factor to stay alone and
don't have any contact with anyone. The airplane crash

his kidnapping

his presentment inside the galactic snake... Four crazy situations

and in all of them

Leon was forced to stay in a stranger place where he had no one to rely on.
Leon didn't believe that forces like destiny and fate could exist



but it was like someone or something was telling him that it was his destiny to
be alone and endure such hardships quite frequently.'

'"Well

perhaps once I leave this place

I will have enough power to deny and maybe go against those forces fully

" Leon said. "Still

it will be useless unless I reach my final goal."'

'Leon decided to put those thoughts aside

and while he practiced his new spells

Leon searched on Ilyana's vault for a tome that would grant him the same
power that she has

the power to use Zen and still be able to use spells. Although Leon could keep
using Zen and doing other things

some extra status points were always welcomed.'

'"Mind Creation and Divided Mind..." Leon found two tomes that were most
likely the ones Ilyana uses. "Each tome cost one hundred million coins... Well

I already expected such crazy prices. Still

to be able to create minds and divide my own mind is kind of scary. Isn't the
same as creating my own splitting personalities? Maybe with that

I won't feel so lonely anymore

but I wonder how such a splitting personality would work

considering that it would never obtain control over my body."'

542 Chapter 540

'In the end



Leon decided not to have a split personality. He doubted that another Leon
inside his head would be as boring and depressing as himself

but he didn't want to bet one hundred million coins on it. Regardless

thanks to that

Leon discovered a new hobby... analyzing the tomes he could buy using
Ilyana's vault.'

'"I already knew I'm a brute even when it comes to magic. Yuki already said
that to me before

after all

" Leon frowned while looking at the semi-shop. "But this is insane... the things
one can learn using mana is stupidly broad."'

'Although the tomes Leon could buy were quite questionable

their effects and powers were very interesting. Mind Control

Mind Reading

Mind Exchange

Mind Summoning... Leon was quite interested in the last one

but to buy it

he would need to spend ten billion coins. Although he could obtain it for free

Leon was quite certain that Lion's Pride would drop to level one if he does so.
There was even a chance that he would lose the skill.'

'"Well

no need to rush..." Leon said. "I should start with the cheaper tomes and
gradually move to the most expensive spells."'

'Leon also found a skill called Mind Palace

most likely that was the skill Sekundez used to create that dimension. Of
course



the power to make things pass faster inside the Mind Palace belonged to her
status as a spirit of the time. Still

it was quite impressive that she could use such a skill that wasn't related to her
magic affinity.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Feral Mind.'

'Cost: 100 mana per second'

'Cooldown time: 60 seconds.'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Mind Melding.'

'Cost: 500 mana per second'

'Cooldown time: 600 seconds'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'"Hehehe

this will be fun

" Leon smirked.'

'Leon spent ten million coins in order to learn Feral mind and fifty million just to
learn Mind Melding. Although the first wouldn't be that useful since Leon was a
mage

the second would grant Leon awesome opportunities if he uses that alongside
Monolingualism in some monsters... he would be able to read their memories
and learn their special abilities!'

'Leon found the skill of Omnilingualism

but he had to spend one hundred billion coins to obtain the power to talk with
every single thing in the universe. Although it was useful

that would be one of the last things he would probably learn. For the time being

he was satisfied with learning skills from animal-like monsters.'



'"I guess even if I don't intend to use it in real combat

I should learn Steel Claws from the velociraptors

" Leon rubbed his chin. "If anything

that will prove my theory that by combining those skills

I will be able to learn how to replicate their powers."'

'In the end

Leon also had to use Sleep alongside Zoolingualism and Mind Melding
because Velociraptors weren't known for their love for humans. They just love
them like a human being loves chicken...'

'Congratulations! The skill Summon Mind Melding has leveled up.'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! The skill Summon Mind Melding has leveled up.'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'Congratulations! The skill Summon Mind Melding has leveled up.'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'...'

'The cost of mana was insane

but Leon managed to find the knowledge he was looking for rather quickly
because the velociraptor he chose just tried to attack him using that skill.
Although Leon was reading the monster's memories

it was like he was reading sentences. It was more like he was experimenting
with the same sensations

which was even more convenient. Although Leon wasn't that used to
manipulate stamina

he recognized the feeling of covering his fingers with energy. On his first try



he received the notification.'

'Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Steel Claws.'

'Cost: 03 mana and 03 stamina per second.'

'You obtained 01 status points.'

'"Hahaha! It is a success!" Leon raised his fist upward while he was smiling.'

'Although Leon was quite happy that his idea worked

soon he understood that skill would be only useful

perhaps only once or twice every one hundred days as long as he stays in that
dimension. It was useful

but Leon didn't solve all of his problems... he only found another tool to help
him reach his goal.'

'In any case

since he was at it

Leon decided to keep the skill active in order to level up. The cost was so low
that he could keep active forever without running out of mana or stamina.'

'"Maybe I should keep using that combo and see If I can learn something else

" Leon said while he observed a new group of velociraptors appear from the
sea. "I don't think I can assimilate their experience just by reading their
memories

but I suppose it can't hurt to try."'

'Although that surprised him a little

Leon soon learned that the monsters barely had any memories. Leon studied
the things they saw

but he only found a few memories of them underwater and the even fewer
seconds they spent on the beach. Although he was in an imaginary space

Leon couldn't assimilate the memories of imaginary creatures. Still



there was a chance that perhaps something unexpected if he tries to use that
on a real monster

but it was hard to be sure.'

'"Now

I feel like I'm truly reaching the realm of the true harvesters..." Leon looked at
both hands and felt the power he obtained in those four years. "Although this
power is a massive accomplishment

I'm lacking in some many aspects that I can't even feel proud of it."'

'Although Leon couldn't relax yet

he couldn't ignore his accomplishments either. Otherwise

he would eventually feel unhappy about doing anything but train. For a while

he felt satisfied while he tested Steel Claws on the velociraptors

but soon started to train other skills.'

'ADVERTISEMENT'
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